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Antimatroids generalize the notion of convexity in much the same way as 
matroids generalize the notion of linear dependence. Definitions and examples of 
antimatroids are presented. Rooted circuits of anitmatroids are defined, and a new 
characterization of antimatroids is given. This characterization involves a rooted 
circuit elimination property that is reminiscent of the matroid circuit elimination 
property. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
DEFINITIONS AND EXAMPLES 
Antimatroids generalize the notion of convexity in much the same way 
as matroids generalize the notion of linear dependence. They are equivalent 
to the abstract convexity structures studied by Edelman [4], Edelman and 
Jaminson [S], and Jaminson-Waldner [6]. In the literature, several 
definitions and several different names (including shelling structures, APS 
greedoids, and upper interval greedoids) have been given for antimatroids. 
The following unordered definition is appealing because of its similarity to 
the independent set axiomatization of matroids. Let E be a finite set and let 
.F G 2E. The pair d = (E, F) is an antimatroid if the collection 9 satisfies 
the properties 
OEF, (1) 
@#XEF-3xEXs.t.X-xXE, (2) 
x, YEs*xu YEF. (3) 
A colletion of sets that satisfies (1) and (2) is said to be accessible. Mem- 
bers of F are called feasible sets. Note that accessibility is weaker than 
subclusiveness, while closure under unions implies the augmentation 
property possessed by the collection of independent sets of a matroid. Both 
matroids and antimatroids are subclasses of a larger family, greedoids (see 
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[7-lo]). This definition differs slightly from the definition of shelling struc- 
tures found in [9], which required that EEF. The definition given here 
allows an antimatroid to have “loops,” i.e., letters which do not appear in 
any feasible set. The pair (a, { @} ) is an antimatroid. Partially ordered 
sets, trees and forests, and collections of points in R” all give rise to 
interesting examples of antimatroids. The name “shelling structure” was 
motivated by the second and third examples. 
EXAMPLE 1. Poset Antimatroid. Let (E, > ) be a finite partially ordered 
set and let 9 be the collection of upper ideals in (E, > ), i.e., B = 
{XC E 1 y > x E X j y E X}. The collection 9 obviously satisfies properties 
(l), (2), and (3), so (E, 9) is an antimatroid. 
EXAMPLE 2. Shelling of a tree or foresst. Let T be a tree with vertices V. 
Let B = (Xc VI T-X is connected}. Then (V, F) is an antimatroid, 
called the shelling greedoid of T. The shelling of a forest is similar: F = 
{Xc Yl T - X has the same number of connected components as T}. 
EXAMPLE 3. Convex point set shelling. Let E be a finite set of points in 
euclidean space, and let 9 = {Xc E 1 E-X is convex}. The pair (E, F) is 
an antimatroid. 
If (E, F) is an antimatroid and XG E, then X contains a unique largest 
feasible subset, called the basis of X. The complements of feasible sets are 
called convex sets and the intersection of convex sets is convex. Every set 
XE E is contained in a unique minimal convex set. This set is called the 
convex hull of X and is denoted by z(X). Note that X is convex if and only 
if X= r(X). For any XG E, the basis of X is E - t(E - X). Since feasible 
sets are the complements of convex sets, the convex hull operator z, deter- 
mines the antimatroid. The following lemma, from [9], gives a charac- 
terization of the convex hull operator of an antimatroid. 
LEMMA 1. A mapping t: 2E+ 2E is the convex hull operator of an 
antimatroid on E if and only if the following four properties hold: 
XE T(X), VXG E; (4) 
XE Y*T(X)cT(Y), VX, YEE; (5) 
+T(m) = G-h VXc E; (6) 
y,z$r(X)andz~r(Xuy)~y$~(Xuz), VXcE,x, GEE. (7) 
The last property, (7) is called the “anti-Steinitz-MacLane” property 
because it has the same conditions, but opposite conclusion as the Steinitz- 
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MacLane exchange property of the matroid closure operator. Edelman 
calls a map r such as in Lemma 1 an anti-exckzge closure and in [4] and 
[5] he studies structures having an anti-exchange closure. 
2. ROOTED CIRCUITS AND A NEW CHARACTERIZATION 
Let d = (E, 9) be an antimatroid. For each SEE, let P: S= 
(A n S 1 A E F}. The pair (S, 8 : S) is an antimatroid, called the trace of d 
on S. A set SEE is said to be free in ,G! if F : S = 2’. Minimal non-free 
sets are called circuits of d. In [9] it is shown that each circuit C of d 
contains an element a such that 9 : C = 2’- {a}. The element a is called 
the root of C and the pair, (C, a), is called a rooted circuit of d. The collec- 
tion of rooted circuits of d is denoted by .%?(&‘). Note that each circuit has 
a unique root and that no two distinct rooted circuits have the same set of 
elements. 
In Example 1, the poset antimatroid, a pair ( {x, y >, y) is a rooted circuit 
if and only if x > y. In Example 2, shelling the vertices of a tree or forest, 
((x, y, z>, z) is a rooted circuit if and only if there is a path from x to y 
passing through z. In Example 3, convex point set shelling, (C, a) is a 
rooted circuit if and only if a E C and C - a is a minimal set having a in its 
convex hull. The following lemma, proved in [9], shows that the rooted 
circuits of an antimatroid determine it uniquely. 
LEMMA 2. Let (E, F) be an antimatroid with rooted circuit collection W 
and let XC E. Then XE F if and only if no rooted circuit in 9 meets X only 
on its root, i.e., 
F= [XcEl(C,a)~.4?*XnC#(a}}=F(9?). (8) 
Since the rooted circuits of an antimatroid d determine the feasible sets, 
it is often convenient to consider d to be a finite set and a collection of 
rooted circuits. In this case the antimatroid is denoted by (E, g(d)) or just 
(E, %Y), and F(g) denotes the feasible sets of d. If a E Cc E, then (C, a) is 
called a rooted subset of E. Any set B?” of rooted subsets of E determines an 
antimatroid with feasible sets F”(8) given by (13). The rooted sets in 2” 
need not be the rooted circuits of the antimatroid it determines. In fact, B?’ 
need not contain all the rooted circuits of the antimatroid. However, in [9] 
it was shown that there is a unique minimal set of circuits in W that deter- 
mines the antimatroid. Let G! = (E, 9) be an antimatroid, let a E CC E, 
and let A be the basis of E - C. The rooted set (C, a) is called a critical cir- 
cuit of d if Aua$F, but Auauc~P~ for all CEC-u. In Example 1, 
the poset antimatroid ((x, y>, y) is a critical circuit if and only if x > y, 
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and there is no element z E E with x > z > y. In Example 2, shelling the ver- 
tices of a tree, ((x, y, z>, Z) is a critical circuit if and only if (x, z) and (z, y) 
are edges of the forest. In Example 3, convex point set shelling, (C, a) is a 
critical circuit if and only if (C, a) is a rooted circuit and the set C is con- 
vex. The following lemma, characterizing the set of critical circuits, is 
proved in [9]. 
LEMMA 3. Let d = (E, F) be an antimatroid, and let 92’ be its critical 
circuits. Then 
(a) ,%!‘s g(d); 
(b) ~(,!Z”) = 9; 
(c) every system of circuits determining F contains 9f”. 
The following proposition gives a new interpretation of the relationship 
between the convex hull operator, z, and the rooted circuits of an 
antimatroid. Those familiar with matroids will note the similarity between 
the antimatroid convex hull operator and the matroid closure operator. 
PROPOSITION 4. Let & be an antimatroid with convex hull operator z and 
rooted circuit collection W. 
(a) rf(C, a)E9?‘, then UEZ(C-a). 
(b) Zja~r(C)-CC, then there exists (C’,U)E~ with C’GCU {u}. 
Prooj (a) Let (C, a)EB. If a#z(C-a) then [E-r(C--a)]nC= 
(a} E 9 : C. This contradicts the assumption that (C, a) E 9. 
(b) Let C, 5 C be a minimal set such that air, and let 
C’=C,u{a}. For each set AGE-C,, the element aET(Cl)c 
z(E- (A u a)) and so A u {u} $9. This holds for all A G E- C,, SO 
(a} $8: (C’). Choose an element y E C,. Since Cr is a minimal set having 
a in its convex hull, a $ z(C, -y). Also, the element y I$ z(C, -y), 
for otherwise a E z(C,) G z(t( C1 - y)) = r(Ci - y). The set {a, y } = 
[E-z(C,-y)]nC’~F:C’,andbyproperty(5), {y}~4F:C’.Thisholds 
for all y E Cr. Since P : C’ is closed under unions, 9 : C’ = 2c’ - {u} and 
(C,U)ER i 
The set of rooted circuits of an antimatroid satisfies a property 
analogous to the circuit elimination property of matroids. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let (E, 92) be an antimatroid. Zf (C,, x), (C,, y)~%! 
with y E C, -x, then there exists a rooted circuit (C,, x) E W with C, c 
(C,uG-Y. 
ProoJ: Let A=(C,uC2)-{x,y}. Then C,-x&Au(y) and 
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C,-y cA u (xl, so by Proposition 3, x~r(A u {y>) and y~z(A u (x>). 
By (9) either x E t(A) or y E r(A). In either case, x E z(A) - A. This is clear 
if x~z(A). If YET(A), then C,-x~z(A) and x~r(A)-A. By 
Proposition 4, there exists a rooted circuit (C,, x) E W with C, c A u x = 
(C, u CZ) - y, and this proposition is proved. 1 
In the case of poset greedoids this proposition is equivalent to the partial 
order being transitive, while in the forest shelling example this proposition 
is a direct result of the graph structure of the forest. In the case of convex 
point shelling, this proposition can be proved algebraically. 
An extreme point of an antimatroid (E, &?) is an element of E that is not 
the root of any circuit in W; all other elements of E are called non-extreme 
points. Extreme points of an antimatroid are analogous to the extreme 
points (maxima) of a poset, the extreme vertices (leaves) of a forest, and 
the extreme points of a polyhedron in W. 
PROPOSITION 6. If (E, 9) is an antimatroid with extreme points X, then 
E = z(X). 
ProoJ: Suppose not and let E- t(X) = {xi, x2,.,., x,}. Choose rooted 
circuits (C:, xi), (Ci, x1),..., (CA, x,) E 6%. There are rooted circuits 
(Cf, xJE.?Z, such that C~-X~E(C,! u C:)-x,cr(X)u IX,,..., x,), for all 
indices i = l,..., n. If xi $ C,l -xi, then let (C:, xi) = (C!, xi); otherwise let 
(Cf, xi) be the circuit produced by applying Proposition 5 to (Cf , xi) and 
(Ct , xi). Similarly, for each i= 1, 2 ,..., n, the circuit (Cs, x2) can be used to 
eliminate x2 from (C:, .x~). This produces (C:, xi) E 9 with C’: - xiE - 
{xi, x2}. Repeat this procedure to eliminate x3, x4,..., x,, ultimately 
producing rooted circuits (Cy + I, xi), i = l,..., n, with Cl + l- xi L E - 
(x1, x2,..., x,} = r(X). By Proposition 4, xi E z(C;+ ’ -xi) 5 z(z(X)) = r(X), 
contradicting the assumption that E - z(X) # 0. 1 
If .?8 is a collection of rooted subsets of a finite set E, then (C, a) E W is 
said to be minimal if (D, b) E %?, D c C implies that D = C. The following 
proposition gives an axiomatization of antimatroids in terms of the proper- 
ties of the rooted circuits. This axiomatization is similar to the circuit set 
axiomatization of matroids (see [ll, 121). 
THEOREM 7. Let .J%’ be a set of rooted subsets of a finite set E. The pair 
(E, 2”) is an antimatroid if and only if %? satisfies the following two proper- 
ties. 
(Cl> Xl), (G, x2) E 9’3 Cl c c, * Cl = c,, x1 =x2. (9) 
(Cl, Xl>, (C,, x2) E 9’9 
xlEC,-xX2*3(C~,xz)E~‘s.t.C~C(C1uCZ)-X1. (10) 
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Proof Let 9’ be the set of rooted circuits of an antimatroid. Property 
(9) holds because circuits are minimal sets and have unique roots. 
Proposition 5 implies that (10) holds. 
Suppose that .G% satisfies properties (9) and (10). Let the function 
~‘:E-*Ebedefinedbyz’(X)=Xu{y~EI3(C,y)~~’withC~Xuy}.It 
is sufficient to show that t’ is a convex hull operator, and that 92’ is the set 
of circuits of the antimatroid determined by t’. It is clear that z’ satisfies 
properties (4) and (5). If (6) fails then there exists XL E and y E E such 
that y E z’(z’(X)) - z’(X). Choose (C,, y) E g” with C1 c s'(X) u ( y }, such 
that C,-(Xv {y}) is minimal, and let x~Ci-(XV(~)). Since 
y E z(C, - y), the element x E z’(X) -X and there exists (C,, x) E 9’ with 
C, G Xu (x>. By property (10) there is a rooted set (C,, y) ER with 
c,~(c,Uc,)-X&T’(x)-X, and c,-(Xuy)c((C,uC,)-x)- 
(Xv (y})= (C, -x)-(Xv {y})c C1 - (Xu (y}). This contradicts the 
choice of (C,, y). Therefore T’ satisfies property (6). To show that (7) 
holds, suppose that X&E, y, z$X, y~~‘(Xu{z}), and z~~‘(Xu(y}). 
Then there exist rooted sets (C, , y), (C,, z) E 9’ with C,, C, c Xu y u z. 
The element ZE C, -y, otherwise the assumption that y$ z’(X) is con- 
tradicted. By property (10) there exists a rooted set (C,, y) E .%’ with C3 z 
(C, u C,) - z = Xu y. This implies that y E T’(X) and contradicts the 
assumptions. Therefore (10) also holds and the function T’ is a convex hull 
operator. 
Let d = (E, F) be the antimatroid with convex hull operator T’, and let 
9 be the set of rooted circuits of d. It remains to be shown that &! = 2’. 
Let (C,, a) E 2’. Then LIE T’(C, -a), so by Proposition 4 there exists 
( Cz, a) E W with C, E C, . The element a E T'( C, - a), and by the definition 
Of T’, there exists a rooted set (C,, a) E !A?’ with C, c ( Cz -a) u a = 
C,cC,.Byproperty(9),C,=C,,so(C,,a)=(C,,a)~~and~‘~~.To 
show the opposite inclusion, let (C,, a) E ,!A?!. By Proposition 3, 
a E z’(C, - a), and by the definition of T’ there exists a rooted set 
(C,, a)~%? with C, s (C,-a) u a = C,. Since .%? G %!, the rooted set 
( C3, a) E 9, and, since %‘, satisfies (9), the rooted set (C,, a) = (C,, a) E 2’. 
Therefore 2’ = 9 and the proof of the proposition is complete. 1 
The critical circuits of an antimatroid, together with the elimination 
property (lo), determine the entire circuit set of the antimatroid. 
PROPOSITION 8. Let AZ! = (E, 2’) be an antimatroid with critical circuits 
2’. For i-l,2 ,..., let .G!“=B’-‘u {((C,uC,)-y,x)I(C,,x), (C,, y)fz 
.%‘- ’ and y E C, -x}. Then 2 is the collection of minimal rooted subsets in 
lim, _ co &Y. 
Proof: Since E is finite, there is an integer N < 21Ei, such that for every 
integer i> 1, the collection gN+’ = ,%“‘, and lim,, o3 2’” = gN. For each 
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integer i=O, 1,2,...,N, let 9’=(XcEl(C,x)~~~~CnX#{x}} be the 
feasible sets determined by ??. By Lemma 3, .F” is the collection of feasible 
sets of &. Since ?A?c~?“~, the collection g;i+l g 9’. To show the 
opposite inclusion, suppose that XE .F- Fit I. Then there exists 
(C, X)E8”+’ such that CnX= (x). Since XEF~, the rooted set 
(C, x)#@ and there must be rooted sets (C,, x), (C,, y) E%?’ such that 
C=(C,uC,)-y and y~Ci-X. Then x~CinX~(cu {v})nXc 
{x,u},Sincex~:‘thisimpliesthaty~X-xandy~C,nXc(x,y).The 
collection Fi is accessible, so there is a set YE 9’ such that Y c X and 
1 Y n {x, y ) / = 1. But this is impossible, since either C, n Y = ( y > or 
C, n Y= (x}. Therefore, for each i3 0, Fi = Fi+ ‘, and, in particular, 
FN=Fo. Let S%‘* be the minimal rooted sets in gN, and let F* be the set 
of strings determined by &!*. Then F* =PN=.Fo. 
By definition, the collection of rooted sets %* satisfies property (9). Let 
(C,, x), (C,, JJ) ~g* E%!~ be such that y E C, -x. Then the rooted set 
((C,uC,)-y,x)E9N+‘= g’N and there is a rooted set (C,, x) E W* such 
that C, s (C, u CZ) -y. The collection A? J * satisfies property (10) and 
d’= (E, &?*) is an antimatroid. By Lemma 2, d’ has feasible sets 
F* = F” and ~2’ = d. This implies that W = W* and the proposition is 
proved. 1 
If, instead of the collection of rooted subsets S”, one considers the collec- 
tion of signed set Co’= {(C- {x}, {x))l(C, x)E~) then the elimination 
property (10) closely resembles the signed elimination property of oriented 
matroids (see 121). In fact, if an oriented matroid (E, 0) is such that 
C+ # 0 and CP # (25, for all signed circuits C E 0, then 0’ = 
{cEcollc-I=l) corresponds, as above, to the set of rooted circuits of an 
antimatroid. The characterization of such antimatroids, perhaps by 
additional elimination properties, remains an open problem, as does the 
characterization of antimatroid arising from convexity in R”. 
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